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Review


One of still predominant subjects in the academic treatment of international relations, or what has more specifically come to be known as “foreign policy analysis” (FPA), is the continuity or change a given state actor experiences in terms of formulating or constructing its ties with other actors and the agential as well as structural factors that prompt such developments and trends. While elements of continuity and change are usually present simultaneously in the foreign policy trajectories of states, few actors maintain a foreign policy as prominently characterized by a unique combination of paradoxes, ambivalences, antinomies and ambiguities as that of Iran.

In this light, Ağa-ye Safir is an insightful work, accessible to the average reader but particularly suitable for an interested observer who has some basic background knowledge of the subject in question. It is not a “memoir” or “oral history” work seeking to narrate a key politician’s memories, successes or failures, but rather a dialogical attempt to put the Islamic Republic’s foreign policy into historical perspective and understand its dynamics within the wider context of Iran’s historical experience as a nation-state. In total, the book constitutes a forty-hour-long interview with Mohammad-Javād Zarif, Iran’s
foreign minister under President Hassan Rouhani, that took place in fits and starts in his faculty office at the Iranian foreign ministry’s School of International Relations from early 2010 to early 2012. Despite lacking a table of contents or even an index of names at the end, it consists of two major parts: first, the reconstruction of events and memories with a “pathological” attitude, and second, the discussion of relevant “theoretical” issues in international relations and foreign policy making (p. 11). Finally, the work seems to have been informed or otherwise influenced by a university course on “The Islamic Republic of Iran’s Foreign Policy” taught by Sayyed Mohammad-Kázem Sajjadi, a former Iranian diplomat and close colleague of Zarif’s who has interestingly co-authored a book in Persian with him on multilateral diplomacy.2

The author places Zarif on a par with such renowned and progressive politicians of pre-revolutionary Iran as Mirzâ Hossein Khân Sepahsâlâr (1828–81), Mohammad-Ali Forughî (1877-1942), Ahmad Qâvâm (1876-1955), and Mohammad Mosaddeq (1882-1967), who in his words “owe the bulk of their political fame to their prudence and achievements in the realm of diplomacy and foreign policy making” (p. 7). While such a comparison may sound premature, as the long-term impact of Zarif’s attainments in office including the landmark Iran nuclear deal of July 2015 has yet to be seen, it is not totally irrelevant given the mere scale and scope of the job he did, namely engaging Iran as a theoretically revisionist actor on the one hand with six world powers on the other and finally managing to make the whole venture somewhat meaningful. It is a kind of comparison where historical symbolism matters more than political reality. Thus, investigating Zarif’s professional conduct and career trajectory as a diplomat, he claims, is “one of the best methods of understanding Iran’s foreign policy” (p. 8). Rouhani’s foreign minister is described as a “serious, principled, organized, and persistent” diplomat (p. 8), while the author also makes a point of his friendship with Henry Kissinger—a former US secretary of state and acclaimed “realist” theoretician of international relations—and in particular of the latter’s famous note “To a respected adversary” on a copy of the book Diplomacy3 he gave the Iranian diplomat as a gift upon Zarif’s departure from the UN in 2007. “I conducted the conversation to educate myself, so I did not try to persuade him of any particular approach, except my basic theme was that, on the basis of national interests, there is no conflict between Iran and the United States. Everything beyond that is ideological,” Kissinger recalls of their meetings.4 Also, Zarif’s tribute to his mother’s “authority” and exaltation of the extent to which his views have been influenced by his wife (pp. 53-54) may be of particular interest to those FPA scholars focusing on the role of women and gender norms in international politics.5

He started his foreign policy career as a “non-official and local employee” in Iran’s delegation to the United Nations in New York while pursuing a master’s degree and later a PhD in international relations at the University of Denver, which he completed in 1988 with a thesis on “Self-Defense in International Law and Policy”.6 During that stint, he played an important role in “reclaiming Iran’s rights” (p. 9) as part of the negotiations that led to the 598 UN Resolution, ending the eight-year-long Iran-Iraq war (1980-88). Later on, having successfully facilitated talks between bitterly contending parties during the 2001 Bonn Conference on the future of Afghanistan—after the US-led overthrow of the Taliban—Zarif served as Iran’s ambassador at the UN for
almost five years. After resigning the post in 2007, he withdrew to his academic corner in north Tehran and devoted most of his time to research, lecturing, and supervising students. In fact, two years into Ahmadinejad’s presidency, he had almost been rendered politically ineffectual in the face of an unsympathetic government at home, and could also jeopardize his international image and successful track record as a well-reputed diplomat trying to defend the excesses of a hardline administration.

Some parts of the book might appear superficial and unsubstantial. Zarif speaks in the capacity of a “former official,” but quite obviously restrains himself on a number of occasions when it generally comes to scrutinizing the egregious foreign policy mistakes of the past, not simply because he is a veteran diplomat and thus very diplomatic by training, but also in anticipation, it seems, of getting back into office and having to work with those very detractors in power, which he ultimately did in mid-2013 as the foreign minister and top nuclear negotiator in Rouhani’s “centrist” administration. Among these mistakes, one may single out the 1979 US embassy takeover in Tehran and the ensuing hostage crisis, Iran’s maximalist decision to persist with the war after the tide turned in its favor around 1982-83 and despite good opportunities to end it victoriously, the assassination operations of the 1990s on European soil that targeted overseas opposition leaders, and more recently Ahmadinejad’s denial of the Holocaust as well as his triumphalist and reckless treatment of the nuclear dossier until it culminated in several rounds of massive sanctions against the nation. While the book succeeds in taking “a pathological and critical look” at a myriad of foreign policy issues and developments (p. 9), the spirit of substantive and systematic critique does not seem to run very palpably through the work. Pertinently, Zarif’s prerequisite to accede to the interview is avoidance of broaching “confidential documents and state secrets,” an issue which, according to the author, manifests itself more strongly in the case of discussions on Iran’s “nuclear negotiations” (pp. 10-11).

Nonetheless, Āqā-ye Sāfīr sheds useful light on some of the more decisive twists and junctures of Iran’s post-revolutionary foreign policy. Speaking on the aftermath of the 1979 embassy hostage crisis, Zarif distinguishes himself from a group of Iranians in the US who had a “very revolutionary” approach to protecting the newly established Islamic Republic’s interests despite having “no considerable relation to the Islamic Revolution,” such as Saeed Emami—later a linchpin in Iran’s security apparatus and a prime culprit in the “Chain Murders” of political opponents and critical intellectuals during the 1990s. “It was at that time that I was labelled a liberal” (p. 34). Along parallel lines, he criticizes the unprofessional behavior of inexperienced Iranian officials including himself at the UN, whose burning zeal for defending or promoting the nascent revolutionary state upon a trivial provocation or even a passing mention often proved counterproductive, helping to catapult Iran into the focus of negative attention with adverse implications for the country (pp. 39-43). Elsewhere, he criticizes the stubborn refusal of incumbent officials and administrations to draw on “our [past] organizational experiences” or to “transfer” valuable information to colleagues, “which ultimately causes permanent breaks in our bureaucracy” (p. 63).

A notable section of the discussion is devoted to delineating Iran’s efforts on the diplomatic front during the war with Iraq, how it was treated by the United Nations, especially
the UN Security Council, and how Baghdad’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990 helped further Tehran’s national interests, including its full recovery of remaining Iraqi-occupied territory. Zarif refers to “that famous report” by the then UN Secretary General Javier Pérez de Cuéllar, where Iraq under Saddam Hussein is officially recognized as the aggressor, as the “greatest political victory of the Islamic Republic during the war” (p. 102). Once again the whole discussion confirms the notion, as demonstrated already by a number of political analysts and military historians, that Iran’s war effort was determined to a remarkable extent by ideological considerations, internal divisions and “affective” politics rather than primarily by realistic and realepolitik calculations, which helped prolong an otherwise shorter conflict, making it the longest war of the twentieth century, a contentious issue that is barely touched upon in the book. The interview also covers such diverse developments and Iran’s foreign policy towards them as the release of American hostages in Lebanon during the George H. W. Bush administration (1989‒93), the Bosnian war, the Chechen conflict, the 1992 Mykonos incident in Germany, the 1994 AMIA bombing in Argentina, the former Iranian President Mohammad Khātami’s initiative “Dialogue among Civilizations” and the challenges hampering his policy of “détente,” and the US-led invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq and their strategic implications for Tehran.

Finally, Iran’s nuclear venture and the tensions with the outside world, particularly the US, over it constitute another central subject of the book. In this context, two points sound of special import. He mounts a thought-provoking, albeit essentialist, theoretical argument about the identity of the Islamic Republic as a regime “whose nature is such that other states—so-called friend and foe—are not interested in it” basically because it has propounded a “new model of governance” which “takes us beyond the level of a simple actor in the confines of our geopolitical size and scope.” Accordingly, he posits that “direct engagement” with the US will not serve as “a panacea for our problems” and, moreover, “I believe our relations with the United States will never be friendly” (p. 153). Lending credence to those FPA scholars primarily keen on “leadership in context,” he also confirms that all Iran’s nuclear decisions were ultimately made with the consent of the Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. “Throughout my stint of responsibility [as a top nuclear negotiator], no word was uttered without the permission of the Leadership” (p. 240). It is noteworthy, however, that leader-centric theory of foreign policy has been questioned by some researchers who maintain that state behavior cannot be reduced to the person of the leader or even the elite leadership group, not least in such complex and heterogeneous cases as that of Iran.

The aforementioned flaws and shortcomings notwithstanding, Āqā-ye Safīr is a theoretically useful and empirically rich work of scholarship that deserves to be read by a much wider audience than Persian-speakers only and thus merits translation into English amongst other languages.

Notes
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